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Organize 365® empowers individuals to 
learn the functional skills of home and 
paper organization so that they have time  
to pursue their passions and share their 
innate talents with the world.

“Lisa was responsive and incredibly easy to 
work with. Her goal was to give our attendees 
the best possible content. Her session was 
interactive and we received amazing reviews 
from the participants. They enjoyed her 
easy-to-implement strategies and real-world 
experience. Hiring Lisa as a speaker should 
be an easy decision for any event. You’ll get 
professionalism, enthusiasm, and passion 
that your audience will love.”

Danielle Liss, The FASTer Way

“Lisa Woodruff and her team offer 
helpful tips on the FOX19 NEWS 
MORNING XTRA, from her blog and 
right into your home. I love when 
she comes on my show! Her tips are 
priceless! She gets me motivated and 
moving in the right direction without 
literally stepping into my home.”

Tracey Johnson, FOX news anchor

AS FEATURED IN

PRAISE FOR LISA

For more information, visit organize365.com or email lisa@organize365.com

http://organize365.com
mailto:lisa%40organize365.com?subject=
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Lisa Woodruff is a productivity specialist, home organization expert, and founder and 
CEO of Organize 365®. Lisa teaches and motivates women to organize their home and paper 
with functional systems that work. Lisa has helped thousands of women reclaim their homes 
and finally get organized with her practical tips, encouragement, and humor through her blog 
and podcast at Organize365.com. Her top rated Organize 365® Podcast has over 15 million 

downloads and that is where she shares strategies for reducing the 
overwhelm, clearing the mental clutter, and living a productive and 
organized life. She has authored several Amazon bestselling books and 
is a sought-after trainer and speaker.

As a recognized thought-leader, Lisa’s work has been featured in many 
national publications, in countless online summits, and on multiple 
podcasts. Lisa has dedicated her efforts to helping parents of children 
with special needs and has adapted her strategies to families who have 
members with ADHD. Furthermore, Organize 365® has invested in 
cutting edge research into household management and organization to 
better understand and define the challenges for contemporary women.

Lisa is also a generational expert and specializes in unpacking common everyday scenarios with 
grace, reassuring her audience that done is better than perfect. Understanding that organization 
is not a skill you’re born with, but rather one that is learned and which changes over time with 
each season of life, she made it her mission to redefine what it means to be a woman in the 
home. Lisa’s goal is to free each woman to pursue her unique passion and gift with the world.

25K FOLLOWERS
instagram.com/organize365.com

35K SUBSCRIBERS
weekly newsletter

12.7K SUBSCRIBERS
youtube.com/organize365.com

29K FOLLOWERS
facebook.com/organize365

15M DOWNLOADS
#25 in Self Improvement

Top 25 in Education

For more information, visit organize365.com or email lisa@organize365.com

     
Lisa’s goal is 
to free each 
woman to 
pursue her 
unique passion 
and gift with  
the world.

http://Organize365.com
mailto:instagram.com/organize365.com?subject=
mailto:youtube.com/organize365.com?subject=
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Best-Selling Books by Lisa

• Published June, 2017
•  Over 38,500 copies sold, 

466 Amazon reviews

• Published August, 2016 
•  4.7 Amazon review rating 
•  Over 34,000 copies sold, 

225 Amazon reviews

Published August, 2021 

The Paper Solution  

Americans are drowning in paper. We keep stacks of it on the kitchen 
counter, stash it in drawers, and keep file cabinets full of documents 
that we never even look at. Despite this clear crisis of paper, there 
hasn’t been a book devoted to managing and organizing this single 
most abundant item in our homes—until now. 

With The Paper Solution, founder of Organize 365® Lisa Woodruff 
delivers a proven, step-by-step guide for what to shred, what to save, 
and how to sort what’s left behind into easily accessible, structured, 
and manageable files that won’t take over your life. 

Published August, 2020 • 4.7 Amazon review rating 
Over 15,000 copies sold, 422 Amazon reviews

For more information, visit organize365.com or email lisa@organize365.com

https://www.amazon.com/Organization-Learnable-Skill-Transformed-Reclaimed/dp/B09771H1XF/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3VPK2MR2R0HL8&keywords=organization+is+a+learnable+skill&qid=1648834609&sprefix=organization+is+a+learn%2Caps%2C39&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/The-Mindset-of-Organization-audiobook/dp/B01MRXV0UE/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3BRJCRPA0ZZLL&keywords=the+mindset+of+organization&qid=1648834362&sprefix=the+mindset+of+or%2Caps%2C107&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B082QT4517?plink=mOTPHoDfUyuzfNN7&ref_=adblp13nvvxx_0_2_im
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B082QT4517?plink=mOTPHoDfUyuzfNN7&ref_=adblp13nvvxx_0_2_im
http://organize365.com
mailto:lisa%40organize365.com?subject=
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Research

The Weight of Paper in the  
21st Century American Home 
Organize 365® Research shows that mental  
piles, kitchen counter piles, unorganized notes, 
unorganized reference papers and important 
papers cause stress, anxiety and overwhelm for  
as many as 70% of millenials 

The Paper Solution
How to tackle ALL that paperwork that clogs 
 your kitchen counters and filing cabinets

How ADHD Affects Home Organization  
How to work with your brain instead of against it,  
recognize your unique strengths and weaknesses  
and find the strategies that work for you (because 
organization is a learnable skill for everybody and  
every mind!)

Lisa is an expert interviewee and 
has a true depth of experience to 
talk about these topics:

EXPERT INTERVIEW TOPICS

SPEAKER SHEETS

For more information, visit organize365.com or email lisa@organize365.com

DOWNLOAD
THE PAPER SOLUTION
SPEAKER SHEET

DOWNLOAD
THE RESEARCH STUDIES
SPEAKER SHEET

DOWNLOAD
THE LEARNABLE
SPEAKER SHEET

DOWNLOAD
THE WARRIOR MAMA
SPEAKER SHEET

http://organize365.com
mailto:lisa%40organize365.com?subject=
https://ducqu67r5gfb1.cloudfront.net/New-media-page/Paper-Solution-Speaker-Sheet2_1631108016942.pdf
https://ducqu67r5gfb1.cloudfront.net/New-media-page/Organize-365-Research-Studies-Speaker-Sheet2_1631108014364.pdf
https://ducqu67r5gfb1.cloudfront.net/New-media-page/Organization-is-a-Learnable-Skill-Speaker-Sheet2_1631108019929.pdf 
https://ducqu67r5gfb1.cloudfront.net/New-media-page/Organization-is-a-Learnable-Skill-Speaker-Sheet2_1631108019929.pdf
https://ducqu67r5gfb1.cloudfront.net/New-media-page/Organization-is-a-Learnable-Skill-Speaker-Sheet2_1631108019929.pdf
https://ducqu67r5gfb1.cloudfront.net/New-media-page/Organization-is-a-Learnable-Skill-Speaker-Sheet2_1631108019929.pdf
https://ducqu67r5gfb1.cloudfront.net/New-media-page/Warrior-Mama-Speaker-Sheet2_1631108011139.pdf
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The Sunday Basket ®

Let ’s connect!
  lisa@organize365.com

   n   513-680-0192

  
organize365.com/media

Having hosted a podcast with over 
fifteen million downloads and as a 
guest on over sixty podcasts, Lisa 
is both a very experienced guest 
and interviewer. She is comfortable 
going off script and following your 
lead to wherever you would like to 
take the interview.

•  Create a weekly routine for household management that 
will free up 5+ hours during the week 

•  How to empty your thoughts on paper to clear your mind 
and make better use of your time, energy, and finances 

•  Create Home/Life FUSION by applying time blocking and 
prioritization to your home life as you do in your work life

 
Here are some background questions  
to help get the conversation started: 

•  We use our brains like to-do lists and our to-do lists never 
get done. How do we create a system to get our to-do’s 
done and use our brain for thinking and the complexity it 
was designed for? 

•  I have written things down before, how is the Sunday 
Basket® different than other methods I have tried for 
remembering what to do and when? 

•  How long will it take me to go through my basket on 
Sunday? 

•  What if I don’t want to, or forget to go through my  
basket on Sunday?

KEY TAKEAWAYS

Creating systems for your ideas, to-do’s, and paper piles that will 
free your mind, reduce mental clutter, and improve your productivity.

For more information, visit organize365.com or email lisa@organize365.com

mailto:lisa%40organize365.com?subject=
http://organize365.com/media
http://organize365.com
mailto:lisa%40organize365.com?subject=

